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GASLIGHTING TACTICS OF CIA DIA HIVE MIND TEAMS USING
ORGANIZED STALKING
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wEBYDzXK4e8&index=1&list=PLG0HywY45nLE7jf8Fj6ytKZ8C65tIaT9k
THis is what is in the Comment's feature of this Immediate above You Tube Video
Published on Aug 9, 2016
CIA DIA Hive Mind Teams use Gas Lighting tactics to constantly provoke mind control victims into emotional responses which can be remotely measured and
integrated back into RNM data.
They do so by engaging in the most trivial, paltry fanciful and fantastic tactics imaginable to discredit thr mind control victim when he complains.
It is done to portray the victim as delusional, paranoid, schizophrenic, etc., in order to discredit the Trauma Based Mind Control victim so no one will believe the
atrocities are occurring.
August 9 2016 2208 hrs Phnom Phenn Cambodia Eighty Eight Hostel
SECOND ATTEMPT TO UPLOAD. FIRST ATTEMPT BLOCKED BY RNM SUPERCOMPUTER NOW RNM SUPERCOMPUTER CAN ALTER TEXT OR VIDEO RETROACTIVELY
IN FUTURE WITHOUT EVIDNCE
The tactics are designed to keep the victim constantly responding because each response is an evoked potential.
These tactics are based on the mathematical model known as the HYPER GAME THEORY. The game is endless and can be triggered at will by the attackers.
S.A.T.A.N. stands for SILENT ASSASSINATION THROUGH AMPLIFIED NEURONS.
CIA DIA Hive Mind Teams are targeting my cerebral cortex causing heart to vibrate and beat rapidly for years in my sleep..
The point at which the Trauma Based Mind Control victim suffers Congestive Heart Failure, Stroke, Adrenaline Damage, Artiﬁcially Induced Disease, etc., is an
important 'METRIC' in the training, research and development of how to more effectively assassinate people with this Silent Slow Kill technology
A computer multiplexer routes the signal to a tower, satellite or mobile platform and the tower satellite or mobile platform relays the signal to the digital receiver similar
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to how cell phone technology works.
The digital receiver is tracked and pinpointed in real time just like a cell phone, except with CIA DIA TRAUMA BASED MIND CONTROL technology the digital receiver is
not a phone. it is a human brain.
The brain of the mind control victim has been digitalized by the nanotechnology, implants, etc., in his brain, body and blood stream.
The nanotechnology speaks to and decodes the neurotransmitters in the victims brain allowing the CIA DIA TRAUMA BASED MIND CONTROL Hive Mind Teams to turn
the brain of the victim into their very own visual verbal and auditive communications system after they have mapped the brain of the victim into a cognitive model,
which they achieve by way of trauma.
The CIA DIA TRAUMA BASED MIND CONTROL Hive Mind Teams are using physical and psychological trauma to map out the sensory and neural pathways of the
victims brain and central nervous system, meaning they are mapping patterns with identiﬁers. They are linking evoked potentials with descriptions.
In order to map patterns with identiﬁers the CIA DIA TRAUMA BASED MIND CONTROL Hive Mind Teams (Neuroscientists, Psychologists, Psychiatrists, Behavioral
Scientists, etc) have to create patterns. Patterns of what? Trauma! They are using physical and psychological trauma to force the victim into repetitive patterns of
behavior called RESPONSE STATISTICS which can be remotely measured and integrated back into RNM Data.
Only the Trauma Based Mind Control victim absorbs the stream of electromagnetic low frequency waves that is speciﬁcally tuned to the brain wave signature of the
victim, which then interface with the nanotechnology in the victims brain. This is because only the victim possess that speciﬁc brain wave signature that the stream is
speciﬁcally tuned into.
Others around the victim do not absorb the energy or feel its effects because they do not possess that same unique brain wave signature as the victim. The stream of
electromagnetic low frequency waves just ﬂows through and around them and they are unaware.
www.torturedinamerica.org

Mind Control in Organized Stalking and Harassment - Gang Stalking &
Individuals Targeted
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8FG5JtvCI

Targeted Individuals X: Secret Worldwide Mind Control
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vsnvb5Mug98
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